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By Rick Levine, Jeff Jawer

Sterling Publishing Co Inc, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 2013 ed.. 170 x 104
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. What does 2013 hold for you, Leo? Let Rick Levine and
Jeff Jawer--astrology s fastest-rising stars-reveal what lies ahead as they pull back the curtain on
the cosmic weather that influences every aspect of our lives. Some tools Rick and Jeff provide
include: -In-depth forecasts for 2013 that tell you what to really expect and how to deal with the
core areas of your life-love, career, money, health, home, and personal and spiritual growth-
Concise forecasts for August to December 2012 containing a summary and mini-calendar for each
month-Unique month-at-a-glance journal-calendar of the major astrological events for your sign,
with Key Dates and high-energy Super Nova Days-Secrets to your romantic compatibility with every
sign in the zodiac-A free personalized horoscope coupon code from (a $5 value) inside each book.
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Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

Great electronic book and valuable one. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent from the book. Its been printed in an extremely simple
way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading this publication by which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en
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